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8701 Kaleidescope Ruana

Size 1 (2, 3) Oversized approx.      
                      46 (50, 58)” 
   Length 30 (30, 34)” exclusive  
                of fringe; 4” fringe

12 (14, 16) Prism Symphony 

Add an Eccentric Chevron pattern, 
where one leg is longer than the 

other, to a traditionally  
shaped ruana. 

A mix of vibrant autumnal colors 
adds up to high drama— 
but wait, there’s more! 

Fringe is created as you work, since 
each color is only one row.  

Simply twist the existing strands to 
make twisted cord fringe, 

finish the side edges with button 
and loop closures, and you are off!

The closures allow you to fully close 
the piece, creating a vest as above,  
or leave some open for more of a 

poncho-ruana vibe. 

8702 Aspen Trio

Sizes: 1 (2, 3) Finished bust 
approx. 40 (44, 52)” Oversized 
Materials:  
Vest:   
   1 (2, 3) Madison 701 (A) 
   5 (6, 7) Curlz Ikat Gray (B)  
   Size 10 Needles 
   5 - 1½” Buttons   
Hat & Fingerless Mitts: 
   2 Curlz Ikat Gray (A) 
   1 Madison color 701 (B) 

The perfect combo of winter-wear, 
Brigitte Reydam’s trio of vest, hat 

and  
fingerless mitts hits just the right 

note of playful sophistication. 
Light and airy Curlz is textured with 

fantastic deep loops you can sink 
into, while classic smooth Madison 

ties everything together.  
Can’t wait to finish skiing  

so I can wear this!
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8703 Fibonacci Fade Serape
 

One size approx. 58” around x 23” long
Materials: 

   3 Plumette A 
   6 Symphony B 

 
Just a touch of jewel-toned Plumette evokes a fresh feel on a classic Symphony serape, 

 contrasting smooth merino/cashmere with cropped faux fur.  
The piece is easily worked in one long rectangle that is folded and then sewn at the shoulder. 

Fibonacci numbers are used to fade from Plumette to Symphony.  
While coordinating colors would of course be a hit, we love the sly surprise of an unusual color  

against a neutral. Shown in Shale Symphony with Bittersweet Plumette.
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8704 Nina Jacket

Sizes S, M, L; Finished bust approx. 40 (44, 50)”; hem 20” wider

Materials: 10 (12, 14) Prism Merino Mia

Merino Mia opened up to a slightly larger gauge works up with superior drape in Brigitte Reydam’s Nina Jacket. 
Chevron sections are separated by simple stockinette stitch. 

When the bias knitting of a chevron wedge meets stockinette, the natural tendency of stockinette to roll  
toward the purl side creates a gentle cascade of soft pleats that swing when you walk. 

A true swing jacket, indeed! 
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8706 Shaded Landscape Wrap
 

One size approx. 20” deep at V; arms 54” each; 108” total length
Materials:  

   6-7 Prism Delicato in assorted colors

Three strands of slender, silky Delicato team up in varying color  
combinations to create this dramatic wrap.  

You take charge, changing color gradually and at will.  
We chose a neutral palette and added a pop of Aegean to rev things up.

Delicato’s softness and drape allow a very large wrap to double as a scarf. 
It is so soft and pliable that you can wrap it round and round!
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